Glasswall CDR Portfolio
Protection that doesn’t wait for detection

Traditional detection-based
security methods play
catch up with new threats.
It’s time for a better way.
Glasswall’s CDR (Content Disarm
and Reconstruction) technology
instantly cleans and rebuilds every
file to match its known good industry
specification - automatically removing
potential threats. Without sacrificing
productivity, the Glasswall CloudNative CDR platform is hyper
responsive and infinitely scalable so
you can ensure every file is safe, no
matter how it moves through your
organization.
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Glasswall meets you where we find you
The CDR Platform provides a REST API which enables security and development teams to quickly and easily
integrate with the cloud native service using a standard OpenAPI 3 standard. Client code can be readily
generated from the OpenAPI definition in various programming languages.

88% of enterprises are using Kubernetes for container
orchestration today. 74% are using Kubernetes
workloads in production.
Source: https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/kubernetes-adoption-security-market-trends-2021-overview

Key Benefits
Security hardened and compliance-ready for total peace of mind
Cloud-native Kubernetes-based architecture providing infinite scale on demand
Typical sub-second parallel file processing
Easily set your own risk criteria for how files are used in your organization
Refreshingly easy to deploy
Reduce dependency on sandboxing and detonation chambers
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Our Solutions

Glasswall CDR Platform
Built on flexible and scalable infrastructure, Glasswall CDR platform uses
compliant Kubernetes so you can spin up CDR clusters to suit your needs.
Available on-premise, across all clouds or via docker. Security hardened and
compliance-ready for total peace of mind, so you can be the security team that
drives business forward, no matter what’s ahead.

Glasswall CDR Engine
Glasswall CDR engine regenerates every file to its known good manufacturer’s
standard, ensuring only safe, clean files are handled by other services or users.
Our SDK enables you to easily embed the Glasswall CDR engine into your
environment proactively protecting against the most persistent and complex
file-based threats.

Glasswall API
Glasswall has developed an API-first architecture in delivering our
Kubernetes-based CDR Platform. A typical business document file can be
analysed and protected in less than 1 second. With two sets of REST-based
API endpoints available; either synchronous Cloud API or asynchronous API,
the Glasswall API helps developers devise the most effective integration
approach to meet their needs.

Glasswall Apps and Plug-ins
Glasswall Apps ensure all files are safe with on-demand processing of files via our
Cleanroom or Desktop app. Larger volumes of files can be run through Glasswall
Cloud-Native CDR platform with simple drag and drop functionality to instantly
remove potential threats.
Glasswall Plug-ins provide easy connectivity into your cloud and network
services environment to provide for added file threat removal to cloud and
network services so you can trust every file.
ICAP Plug-in
Cross Domain Solution Plug-in
Menlo Security Isolation Platform Plug-in

Glasswall Threat Intelligence
Glasswall provides unique insights into file-based threats and how risks may
accumulate across your organization. Security teams can make intelligent
policy decisions on active content types such as Macros in Office or
JavaScript in PDF documents. Glasswall is also able to check every file
against over 50 Reputation Services and Threat Feeds from a database of
over 12 billion goodware and malware files.

Glasswall Email Security
With Glasswall Email Security you can trust only clean, safe email attachments enter and exit your organisation. With flexible and scalable processing
of any email volume and full policy control, Glasswall Email Security ensures
every attachment is disarmed of potential threats and delivered instantly.
Microsoft Exchange Online
G-Suite
Easy integration with locally installed or cloud-based SMTP servers
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